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o Overview of the various methods of developing loss reserves.

o Analysis of the different development patterns of the various elements of

coverages

-- Hospital

-- Surgical and medical

-- Dental

-- Major medical

-- Comprehensive major medical

MR. EMIL J. STRUG: In selecting the agenda I searched for a topic that was of

current interest to a wide audience. With a changing environment, an actuary

must be capable of evaluating the impact of these changes as they apply not only

to rates but also to loss reserves.

What is the environment today relative to health insurance? Health Maintenance

Organizations (HMOs) have had a major impact on traditional health insurance

programs. The initial thrust was for traditional insurers to develop and experi-

ment with various forms of HMOs. In response to the buyer's concerns of

multiple billings, multiple solicitations, spiraling loss ratios plus loss of business,

insurers have developed multiple option programs with a uniform price. We see

combinations of HMOs plus Preferred Provider Organizations (PPOs) plus tradi-

tional programs. Separately or collectively these options present a challenge in

* Mr. Strug, not a member of the Society, is a member of the American
Academy of Actuaries and Vice President, Actuary and Treasurer of Benefit
Management in Rockland, Massachusetts.
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terms of loss reserving in a competitive environment where benefit packages and

options have no historic base from which to develop completion or lag factors,

These changes impact all carriers -- commercial and Blues. The Blues, in

addition, are now faced for the first time with a tax issue. Taxes do not impact

loss reserves, but there is, however, the issue of overstated loss reserves

which can translate into taxes. The challenge for the Blues is to estimate loss

reserves that are adequate but not redundant.

The first segment of the program will be conducted by Ms. Comstock in which

she will deal with factors to consider in claim reserving. The second segment,

which l will present, will provide an overview of the development patterns of

various types of coverage and how some of the techniques relate to Ms.

Comstock's presentation,

MS. SUSAN COMSTOCK: What factors should we consider in claim reserving?

1. What are the benefits covered?

2. What is the definition of incurred date?

3. What is the definition of paid date 9.

4. What are claims processing procedures?

5. What exposure measures do we have available to help us in addition to the

claim data2

6. What category should we group data in for reserving?

7. What arc the basic mathematical techniques or methodologies we can use in

claim reserving?

Before we can proceed in designing our reserve procedures we need to know

what the benefits are in the contract. Sometimes we're too quick to assume we

know all the ins and outs, if our responsibility is reserving instead of product

design and pricing. That's our foundation.

There are also special provisions that are of interest to the reserving actuary:

extension of coverage beyond the end of the contract if the claimant is totally
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disabled, and whether or not the benefits have changed over the time that we're

collecting historical data so that we can interpret changes in the historical data

in light of changes in the benefit provisions.

What is the definition of the incurred date? Now this is an area that certainly is

open for discussion. Actuaries hold different opinions, even given the same

contract or policy provisions, as to what the rules are for defining the incurred

date. Some of the things you might be looking for might be the date of dis-

ability, date of service, date of admission to a hospital, or you might be looking

for a combination of different dates depending on the circumstances. For

example, some people will code their major medical claims by date of service

unless the claimant is totally disabled and then it's the date of disability. If

reserving is a new responsibility or you are setting up a new system, check out

these above items. Don't take them for granted and assume the claims depart-

ment is coding exactly the information you want.

Does the coding match the definition? You may want to occasionally do a sample

audit of the coding done in the claims department to find out if indeed all

parties, including the personnel in the systems area, are following the agreed

upon rules.

I think it is fairly common for efficiency purposes for a collection of major

medical bills that cover an extended period to be paid in one check. Often

shortcuts will be designed to avoid having to individually code small dollar

amounts. This may not be a problem, but on the other hand if a fair amount

of money is batch coded it could cause blips in your data base for reserving.

Another item to pay attention to in designing a reserve system is the paid

date. Again, this is one we might take for granted; after all what disagree-

ment could there be in what a paid date is? But we need to keep in mind that

our purpose is to make reserves mesh with the claim payments in the financial

statement to give us the true incurred picture. So, is the definition in the

reserve data base consistent with the general ledger? Does the amount of money

balance with the amount of money shown in the general ledger? Do the various

adjusting entries like reinsurance receipts, coordination of benefits, and

correction of errors go through in a logical manner? Are they going through in

the same way on the general ledger as they are in the reserve data base?
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With regard to claims processing, one of the things that we would want to check

is the magnitude of the claims pending in the claims department. I once worked

with a company where the actuarial department didn't receive the count of pend-

ing claim files at year end. We asked the claims department why we hadn't

received the count and they told us there were too many files to count. There

had been a change from prior year-end and we attempted to adjust for that in

our actuarial analysis.

Changing procedures and disruptions are something we're all aware of but some-

times forget to think about as we're analyzing our statistical data base, making

sure we are communicating with the claims department. Maybe they installed the

new system in the middle of the year, created a backlog but then cleaned it up

two months later, and now have much speedier processing than ever before. All

those things will affect our interpretation of the data that we're getting from the

claims department.

Some techniques for claim reserving usc only claim data but then we're vulner-

able to not having a way to test for reasonableness. So whenever possible we

want to have techniques that use exposure measures or simply obtain the expo-

sure measures to test the results of a claim data reserve system for reasonable-

ness. The two usual measures that we look for are enrollment and, if you work

a lot with HMOs or the Blues, you'll often see PMPM (per member, per month)

written all over everything. If we don't have enrollment data available, earned

premium data can be used so that we can test the reasonability of the loss

reserves with the incurred claim data produced by our reserve system.

There are two opposing forces in deciding what categories to use for subdividing

our data. One is to subdivide it as finely as possible so that we have homog-

enous groups: exactly the same type of benefits; the same deductible level or

other inside limits or maximums; exactly the same kind of business, small group

or large group; or similar premium payment characteristics. But if we chop it

up too small, groups will have random fluctuations distorting the pattern. The

other extreme, which is one I tend to see more in self-insured corporations, is

grouping everything together. Unfortunately, if your mix doesn't stay exactly

the same you'll be forecasting this year's activity from last year's pattern with a

different mix of kinds of claims with different payment patterns. So those arc

all things to take into consideration in dividing up the data base.
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Now we've finally made it to choosing our reserve methodology after going

through all the other characteristics. I look at this as being a two dimensional

grid. One dimension has the two basic approaches. I call the first approach

the incurred claim estimation technique. By using the completion factor method,

the PMPM projection and/or the loss ratio projection, you can forecast the

ultimate claim costs. You subtract the paid-to-date costs and what you're left

with is the reserve. The reserve factor method is the second approach and

directly forecasts the reserve rather than the ultimate claim cost. The open

claim factor, the premium percentage factor and/or the reserve per exposure

unit may be used here. Basically the subdivisions within each category have to

do with whether or not the method can come from claim data only, or whether or

not the method incorporates per member, per month type exposures, or incor-

porates earned premium to form loss ratios. So within each major approach we

have different variations.

What happens often in reserving is, instead of using one method we may be

using all of these methods. We might think of it as only one process but we're

combining them. I think a lot of people will do a completion factor method as

their first building block. But they're actually doing their estimates by looking

at their per member, per month projection costs and trends and finding whether

or not their loss ratios are reasonable in terms of what they anticipated or

whether or not they have a good handle on pricing. Then they might also be

running some of these techniques that focus directly on the reserve by taking

hindsight run-off costs and ratioing them to various items such as claim counts,

premiums, or exposure units. So often in our reserve process we are not

selecting one of these methods, we're selecting all of them. It's a matter of

what order we do them in and how much weight we give to each technique.

Tables 1-4 show how to do a completion factor calculation. Table 1 is a very

simplified example of four incurred months. Shown in an incremental fashion are

the claim incurred and the months following. So one diagonal is the payment

activity of a given month, and it is updated every month. This would be the

typical way you would usually get the starting information from your computer

system. The next step is to accumulate the payments (Table 2). In January we

paid $15 on January claims. In February we paid $45. We have now paid a

total of $60. By the end of March we've paid a cumulative total of $90 and by

the end of April we've paid $100. Now the reason for these cumulative totals is
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because of the particular completion factor method that is going to be used. I'm

going to ratio (Table 3) what's been paid through the end of month 1 to the end

of month 0. I'll then ratio what's been paid through the end of month 2 to the

end of month 1 to get the growth factor.

TABLE 1

INCREMENTAL PAYMENTS

Incurred Month
Laq (Months) I/8.7 2/87 3/87 4/87

0 15 12 14 14
] 45 43 45
2 30 30
3 I0

TABLE 2

CUMULATIVE PAYMENTS

Incurred Month

Laq(Months) 1/87 2/87 3/87 4/87
0 15 12 14 14
1 60 55 59
2 90 85
3 100

Table 3 shows the growth factors. Now as long as these growth factors are

fairly stable (which for our small amount of data I'll accept as being fairly

stable), the growth from what's been paid at the end of the first incurred month

to the end of the following month is a multiplier of about four and a quarter.

What I'm doing here is averaging all my available data for like periods. This is

the point where we get into all the variations. Since you're probably going to

be able to collect 12, 24, and 36 months of data, you will hear questions as to

whether or not you should take the most recent point only, or whether you

should average the last 3 points, or the last 6 points. Should you only use

January patterns from past years to project January patterns for the current

year? And should you just use straight averages or should you be weighting

the more recent data more than the older data? There are a lot of variations.

Another thing you might notice, if you're inheriting somebody else's work papers

and you're new to the reserve area, is that a lot of people will show the

reciprocal of this number. They're looking at that percent of ultimate that has

been paid at this point. There's a lot of individual differences in whether you
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show multipliers or divisors and how you average, but this gives you the basic

idea. Now that we've got the factors we do the reserve calculations (Table 4).

TABLE 3

COMPLETION FACTORS

Incurred Month

Lag(Months) 1/87 2/87 3/87 4/87 Averaqe
0toI 4.00 4.58 4.22 4.27
Ito2 I.50 I.55 I.52
2to3 1.11 1.11

So in April, beginning at the bottom we had paid $14. If we use the average of

historical patterns, we had a multiplier of 4.27 to take us from the end of the

current month to one month following, a multiplier of 1.52 to take us from one

month following to two months following, a multiplier of 1.11 to take us from two

months following to the ultimate. We're saying four months is ultimate so we

multiply all of this together and we get an estimated ultimate for April of $I01.

Since $14 is paid to date, our reserve is $87. Now this calculation for April

leads us into why we are usually not happy with just taking the claim data,

making a completion factor calculation and thinking we're done.

TABLE 4

RESERVE CALCULATION

Incurred Paid Average Estimated 4/30/87
Month b.Y4/30/87 CompletionFactor Ultimate Reserve

1/87 100 1.00 100 0
2/87 85 1.11 94 9
3/87 59 (I.52)(I.II) i00 41
4/87 14 (4.27)(1.52)(1.11) 101 8___Z

137

The multiplier is about 7. Now that multiplier might fluctuate a lot. The $14

paid could also easily fluctuate. So when we're projecting something that's this

immature we are very skeptical as to how well the technique is working and we

want to look at other techniques to see whether the result is reasonable.

The second part of my presentation will be about testing. I've categorized some

reasonability testing factors as completion factor testing looking at trends and

using ratioing techniques.
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Suggestions on testing that can be done for the completion factor are the com-

pletion factor itself and the paid-to-date. We can look at the completion factor

itself to see whether or not it looks reasonable as well as do a monthly com-

pletion factor calculation; some people like to do quarterly calculations.

Another is to look at how much the most recent factor has changed from when

we did our reserving last quarter, the quarter before, the year before.

Another adjustment that might improve things is, if you have data that is

seasonal, you may only want the corresponding months or quarters from the

prior years so factors can be compared from different points in time to see how

stable they are.

Now assuming that we have more data available than just the claim payment data

itself, wc can use our per number, per month exposure data to calculate other

numbers and look to the patterns and the trends in those numbers and see if

they fit what we expect in our environment. Some of the numbers we would look

at would be the number of hospital days per member or per thousand members,

the average cost per diem and the average length of stay. Do those fit what wc

realize is going on in our medical environment?

Table 5 is just a sample showing what kind of data you might collect and what

kind of a report you might produce. Some people might use this chart simply as

a reasonability test on their completion factors. Other people might use this as

their basic method and just assume they're going to override their completion

factor calculation by making selections of reasonable trends in solving backwards

for the upward or downward adjustment in the estimate of ultimate incurred

claims. I think the kind of weight you put on different techniques will depend

on how much you know about your environment, how well your data is behaving,

and what you think makes the most sense given the information you have.

Would you put more weight on having an average per diem trend that fits what

you believe is going on in the hospital marketplace or would you put more weight

on the completion factors technique that's betting on the claims processing

procedures being the same in the coming months as they have been in the past?

The last grouping for reasonability techniques are multipliers; incurred ratios

and multiple quarter tests. These only need claim data, so if you are in a

position where you don't have exposures, you feel that your earned premiums

are not giving you a lot of additional information, or you may not have a higher
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COMMUNITY RATED INPATIENT

UTILIZATION
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level of confidence in the pricing of those premiums than you do in the claim

data you have for reserving, then you will want some techniques that you can

apply to your completion factor data to see whether or not it's reasonable.

Exhibit 1 shows the formulas for three techniques. Again there are many

different kinds of numbers that could be ratioed together but these will give you

some ideas. The quarterly incurred ratios are ratios of different quarters'

incurred ultimates. Again, what we are doing here is just looking for patterns.

Are the patterns smooth? If they aren't, can I explain why they aren't? The

multiple quarter tests are what I'd call a more direct override technique. It's

saying let's replace the most recent quarter's estimate in the completion factor

technique by taking the corresponding quarter for seasonality from the year

before and then adjusting it for growth or decline in business. All these

various options are different ways to make that adjustment for growth or decline

in the business. I am taking the prior year's ultimate estimate, adjusting it for

growth, and overriding my completion factor. These are some ideas for what

you can do with that basic completion factor technique to challenge the results

or add other techniques and improve it. Now I would like to put out an idea

that comes from the HMO environment. Through the move that we've seen in the

health care industry in the last few years we have the data available in some

environments to use this idea. The reason we have this data is because HMOs

have started cost containment programs, preadmission certification, and

utilization review, and a lot of them have computer systems where they're cap-

turing all this information.

If they have up-to-date information on the services they have authorized, the

services they've provided, and the rates they've negotiated with providers for

these services, they have them stored in a computer system with marvelous

interface with claims processing, billing, accounting, etc. We can utilize all this

information to get a firmer estimate on reserves. Typically, when we would use

this approach we would focusing on one piece at a time: the hospital piece, the

physician piece or the miscellaneous coverages. The potential flaw in all of this

is to not have the various computer systems interface. This is a direction in

which we might be moving and it may become feasible for insurance companies

and HMOs to have systems with interfacing capabilities.
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EXHIBIT 1

RATIO TECIINTQIIES

• Quarterly multipliers (rolling 12 month period could be

used for seasonality)

Current estimate of incurred losses for xQyy

Total payments for xQyy made during xOyy

• Quarterly incurred ratios

3082/4Q81 3Q83/4Q82 3084/4Q83

3Q82/IQ82 3Q83/1Q83 3Q84/IQ84

3082/2082 3Q83/2083 3084/2Q8,

• Multiple quarter tests

4Q84 = 4Q83 x 3084

3Q83

4Q84 = 4Q83 2084 + 3084
x

2Q83 + 2Q83

4084 = 4Q83 ]084 + 2084 + 3084
x

1Q83 + 2083 + 3083
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Another technique (Table 5) focuses directly on the reserve. What makes this

technique interesting is the fact that it's going to maximize more known facts

than a completion factor technique. If we know what services we're authorizing,

we have negotiated costs on those services, or we have excellent cost studies on

what the services cost, we have a lot of valuable known facts.

Exhibit 2 is a sample of what a reserve calculation could look like under this

system. Now the categories here are not fixed categories. They would vary by

individual situations as to what is deemed valuable and what is deemed possible

to track through your computer system. In this exhibit the reserve is cal-

culated for one incurred month for a hospital. Claims are divided into three

categories and utilize known facts or facts on which we might get good

estimates. Pending bills are divided into two categories. One is for authorized

services. (There was a record in the authorization system for this person to be

hospitalized with such and such anticipated length of stay.) The other is for

hospital bills that have come through but that we have no matching authorization

record. The third category is for hospital days that have been incurred but no

hospital bill has yet entered the system. Part of those are days where we've

authorized people to go in the hospital but the hospital bill has not been

received. Historically, there are days where we neither have a record of it in

the authorization or the billing system, such as emergency care out of the

system that will get reported later and be retroactively authorized.

EXHIBIT 2

HOSPITAL RESERVE CALCULATION ON 2/28
JANUARY - INCURRED MONTH

Pending Bills with Authorization
GrossAmount: $ 1,325,000
AveragePaymentLevel: x .85

$ 1,126,250
Pending Bills without Authorization

GrossAmount: $ 100,000
AveragePaymentLevel: x .75

$ 75,O0O
Incurred But Not Billed

AuthorizedDays $ 5,050
UnrecordedDays + 300
TotalDays $ 5,350
AveragePerDiem x 1,000

$ 5,350,000

GrandTotalReserve $ 6,551,250
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What's the pending bill amount? What we need to study is the reduction for

discounts, coordination of benefits, and claims that will bc found invalid and not

paid. This is a known fact. What's in our billing system that's not authorized?

We'd expect the reduction factor logically to be lower because there will be more

claims that will be denied. Coming from our authorization system are the number

of hospital days authorized with no hospital bill yet received, that's a known

fact. There is an estimate of how many more days will comc through later, and

finally an estimated average cost per hospital day. Calculate it all out and this

is the reserve.

Now a calculation may be done for a hospital in far more detail because of the

average cost of a hospital day. Maybe you will want to divide it by different

categories such as whethcr or not thls is psychiatric care, surgery, etc. So

that givcs you the general idea of what this approach would be and why it's

building more on known facts than estimation. But the key to having those

known facts is in the data collection.

Tablcs 6 and 7 are some examples of what kinds of reports might bc coming out

of your computer system in order to study thc information to do this reserve

calculation.

TABLE 6

HOSPITAL DAYS
JANUARY -- INCURRED MONTH

Status as of: January February March April May Ultimately

Closed --
Paid 100 3,000 7,000 8,000 9,000 9,800

Closed --
NoPay 0 50 150 150 200 200

Pending --
Bill and
Authorized 200 I, 100 650 650 650 --

Pending --
Bill 100 500 i00 100 I00 --

Pending --
Authorized 8:600 5,050 2,000 1,050 50 --

Total 9,000 9,700 9,900 9,950 I0,000 I0,000
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You may want to keep track of your hospital days in a number of different

categories (Table 6) as they move through time to their ultimate resolution of

being closed-paid or closed-no pay. You can see how some of that data is

derived. How many days end up dropping off because they are denied payment?

They were improper claims. Most of the days of hospital claims were known in

the month incurred because of preauthorization. But there is late information

coming in all the time. So this is a sample of a report we might keep on the

day count.

Table 7 is a sample of the report that we might keep on the dollars of activity

where our ultimate resolution is keeping track of the dollars that were actually

paid. But we also want to keep track of the dollars that wcrc billed but denied.

Another key data collection is, where there would be lot of variations in the

kind of data you would collect to study your average cost per day, In the HMO

systems I have seen, this has been one where costs per day actually made

sense. But it's an idea worth being aware of as a way to improve the reserve

calculations.

TABLE 7

HOSPITAL DOLLARS

JANUARY -- INCURRED MONTH

Status as of: January February March April May Ultimately

Closed --
Paid
(Actual Paid) 94 2,850 6,790 7,920 9,000 9,800

Pending --
Bill and
Authorization
(Billed Amount) 235 1,325 820 750 770

Pending --
Bill
(Billed Amount) 118 100 120 122 118

Closed --
Paid and
Denied
(Billed Amount) 108 3,363 8,012 9,662 10,850 I],760
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MR. STRUG: A series of exhibits, (Graph I, Tables 8 and 9) displays the

development and seasonal patterns of the more common health coverages. When

analyzing these results, one should keep in mind that the majority of the claim

submissions are made by the provider of service rather than the beneficiary.

This generally means that the claims will be reported faster and develop faster

than claims submitted for reimbursement by the patient.

This series deals with hospital benefits. The benefits are comprehensive with

first dollar coverage. Graph 1 presents each calendar quarter at five stages of

development. Regarding development patterns, there is no discernible difference

by quarter or no seasonal variation. Note how rapidly the claims develop.

Table 8 shows the pure premium by quarter for the past six years. There is

definitely a seasonal pattern. When developing ratios to estimate raw quarters,

an analysis of this type is a necessity. It also provides a test of trends used in

rate making.

Table 9 shows calendar year ultimates at various stages of annual development.

This is the familiar triangle. This is, obviously, most useful at year end for

annual statement purposes. It provides a tool for determining if, in fact, there

is and has been a change in the development pattern, be it from a reporting or

processing lag.

As companies who previously had patient submit systems shift to a preferred

provider submit system or an HMO system, one should expect to see a speed up

in the development or a decrease in the lag factor.

The next series deals with surgical claims (Graph 2, Tables I0, 11). The

comments I made relative to hospital benefits generally apply to surgical bene-

fits. One major difference is in the lag factor. Surgical benefits develop slower

than hospital benefits primarily due to reporting lag as physicians are not as

automated as hospitals.

Our next analysis is of major medical benefits. Here (Graph 3, Tables 12, 13)

we see a definite seasonal pattern in development. This is due to two hospital

and physician benefits. The majority of these claims are submitted benefits by

the patient and follow the old shoe box routine.
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LOSS RESERVING IN A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

TABLE 8

HOSPITAL OE_EF[T$

PURE PREMIUMTR£498

OECEMBER31, 19_

O_arterty Trends Year Ending trends

U_ma_e_ 9ure Pri_r Outlier Prior Year Pur_ Prior Quarter Prior Year

_t $0_0_1 _85_828 $_7_287 ...............

_1 0_5_6 _8703_ 58_7_ I_7_ ............

_1 2_5_05 _8_79_8 57_60_ -1_ ............

_81 _5 388_579 6_9 7._ _ _0_9 ......

$011,125 15487736

1082 $262,621 3902978 $67.287 8.3% 17.5% $61.336 4.3% "'"

2082 266,064 5884304 68.497 1.8% 17.5x 63.887 4.2% -'"

3c82 258,804 3851412 67,197 -1.9% 16.6x 66.277 3.T4 -'-

4O82 264,425 3772_51 70.094 4,3% 12.8X 6_.257 3,0_- 16.0%

$1,051,914 15a_1145

IO85 $284,ooi 576516_ $T5.831 8.2% 12.7% $7o.365 3.1% 14.73:

2083 269,71_ 3719576 ;1'_.531 -4.4% 5.9% 71.879 1.4X 11.7%

3083 252,745 3686875 68.590 -8.4% 2.1X 71.770 0.5_ 8.3%

_683 256,900 3669356 70.013 2.1% -0.1% 71.762 0.0% 5.I_

$1,063,c32 14818985

%_z, t282,_80 3657o65 $77.371 I0.5X 2.0X $7_.119 0.5% 2.5X

80_ 278,285 3656890 76.099 -1.6% 4.9% 73.007 1.2% 2.3%

30_4 870,331 360&_6 74.993 -I_5% 9.3X 74.614 2.2% 4.0x

4084 278,244 3576925 77.789 3.7% 11.1% 76.562 2,6% 6.71C

$1,109,818 14_956_4

I¢85 $308,542 3629849 $_5.001 9.3% 9.9% $78.475 2.5% 8.8%

2¢85 811,823 3605620 86.482 1.7% 13.6% 81.080 3.3X 11.1X

30_8 384,718 3581814 85.088 -1.6_ _8.5_ 85.681 3.1% 12.0X

4085 305,000 35Dx_55 85.042 -0.1% 9.3% 85.40_ 2.2% 11.5%

$1,230,088 14403138

10_ $334,200 3591440 $93.055 9.4% 9.5% $8Z.418 2.4% 11.4%

2_ 332,800 3539991 94.012 1.0% 8.7% 89.28? 2.1% 10.1%

3086 326,500 7470196 94.087 0+1% I0,6% 91.520 2.5% 9.5%

_086 332,700 _688_5 95.911 1.¢;_ 12.8% 94.254 3.0% 10.4X

$I,826,200 14070470
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IIOSPITAL BENEFITS

INCURRED DEVELOPMENT

@ DECE_IBER S], ]98G

(DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)

......................................... PAIDTHRU....................................

12/81 12182 12183 12,'84 12/85 12186 ULTIMATE

IRCU:_ED ......................................

1981 $779,687 $910,093 $911,807 $911,253 $911,162 $911,125 $911,125

% 85.6% 99.9% 100.1% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

0

>
1982 $915,950 $I,050,606 $1,051,644 $I,051,879 $I,051,914 $I,051,91&

(_ % 87.1% 99.9% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% _ _rl
a_ m 0

C

19_3 $920,895 $I,057,870 $I,062,24& $I,063,432 $I,063,432

% 86.6% 99.5% 99.9% 100.0%

1954 $906,108 $I,098,500 $1,109,079 $I,109,810

% 81.6% 99.0% 99.9%

1985 $I,011,426 $1,214,786 $I,230,083

% 82.2% 98.8%

1986 $I,073,_65 $I,326,200

% 80.9%



SURGICAL BENEFITS- 1985
DEVELOPMENT BY INCURRED QUARTER
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OPEN FORUM

TABLE 10

SURGICALfi[NEFITS

PURE PREMIUMIRE_DS

0ECE_SER 3% 1986

OuarterLy Trends Year Er_g Trends

U_AIE3 Pure Prior Ova_r Prior Year Pure PriOr a_r_r Prior _ear

_ _,_99 3,_._ _2_3_ _3_ ............

3;_2 73,5_,6 _,5_9,33a 19.7C4 -3.b% 1_._% '_.39; 2,'r; ---

4;_2 69,7_6 3,$_7',;_5 19,7_4 0.4% 12._ !9.960 2.9X 11._4

I_3 _E2,_99 3,bol,771 $2_._7¢ 1_;_ 1_.;x $20.653 3,6;; _2.3%

2c8_ 72._5 3,47E.175 22.297 .S.ox _2.4z 21,3_1 3.0% 12._%

3083 72,9_g 3,440,318 21.2_9 -4.8% 7._ 21.6_I 1.8_; IL_%

_083 72,177 3,423,867 21.C$I .0.7% 6.6% 22,026 1.5_ I0.4_

$2C;,860 13,541,%3_

2o_ _,22_ 3,400.246 23.609 -6.5% 5.9% 22,78_ 1.5% 7.0%

_ 7"_4_2 3,344,39_ 22.573 -4.4% 6._% 23,132 1.5X 6.6%

4_ +'r5,8_9 3,322,947 22.83B 1.2% 8.3% 23.581 119% 7.1%

_83 $_Z,420 _,_69,9_'9 $26.634 16.6% 5._% $23.939 _.5% 6.6%

2Q_5 9_,227 _,446,?26 26,177 -I.7"_ 10.9% $24.590 2.7% 7.9%

3Q85 SS,7O2 3,427,547 2_.879 -1.1% 14.6% 25.407 _._% 9.8X

4Q85 93,C00 3,424,987 26.277 1.5% %5.1% 26.2_3 _.3X 11.3X

$_61.]49 13,769,309

1_6 $137,5C0 3.431,802 $31.325 19.2% I?.6% $27.414 4,5% _C.5%

2086 Ic7,000 3,367,987 31.720 1.4X 21.4% 28.801 5.1X 17.1%

3G_A_ IS_,3_0 3,_07,995 32.739 3.1_ 26.5X 30.504 5.9% 20.1%

4_8.6 I_'_9,OCO 3,255,565 33.165 L3X 26.2X 32.237 5.7% 22.8%

$_3_,800 13,394,349
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SURGICAL BENEFITS

]NCURRED DEVELOPMENT

(DOLLARS IN THOUSANDS)

.............................................. PAID THRU...............................

1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 ULTIHATE
rn

I_CURRED ................................ (ZJ
r_

<

1981 $209,447 $257,167 $258,527 $258,617 $258,627 $258,630 $258,630

% 81.0% 99.4% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% _')

> >
1982 $233,935 $285,739 $286,857 $286,943 $286,963 $286,963

_ 8,.5% 99.6_ lOO.O%lOO.O%loo.o% C n
- Z

1983 $247,898 $303,423 $304,681 $304,860 $304,860

% 81.3% 99.5% 99.9% 100.0%

ml

Z

1984 $254,158 $312,905 $317,630 $317,868 _<_

% 80.0% 98.4% 99.9%
o
Z

1985 $27Z,038 $355,138 $361,349

% 76.7% 98.3%
,H

1986 $330,600 $431,800

% 76.6%



MAJOR MEDICAL _ENFFI IS-1985
DEVELOPMENT PAI_ERNS
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LOSS RESERVING IN A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

TABLE 12

M_JCR _£OICAL B_EFII$

PU_E PREMItM ;_E_DS

a O_CE_SER 31, 1906

auar_er_y Trer_s Year Endi_9 Trends

V_T:MATES Pure Pr_or Quorter Prior Year Pure Prior O_arter Pr_or Year

(O00,s) EXPC_RE Premium Retatlo_ship Ret_o_ship Premi_ R_lation_hlp _etatiOnShlp

1080 $27.358 3,157,820 $8.664 ...............

2_83 16,_86 3,153,856 5,210 -39.9_ ............

308_ 17,301 3,143,088 5.504 5.6% ............

4C8C 15,875 3,128,031 5.074 -7.8% -.- 6.116 ......

$7b,960 12,582,795

1081 $30,923 3,135,6_5 $9.862 94._% 13.0% $6.411 4.8% -.-

298: 19,555 3.160,294 6.188 -37.3% 18.8_ 6.655 3.8% ---

]_8_ 20,451 3,170,366 6.451 4.3_ 17.2_ 6.892 3.5% .-"

4001 20.521 3,166,815 6.480 0.4% 27._ 7.239 5.0% 18.4%

$91,_58 12,633,120

10_2 $41,604 3,32_.937 $12.518 93.I_ 26.9Z $7.965 10.0X 24.2_

2_82 28.196 3,315,375 8.502 -32.1% 37.4% 8.535 7.2% 28.2_

3902 28.642 8,300,_39 8.678 2.1% 34.5% 9.075 6.3% 31._;

4982 30,024 3,268,924 9.185 5.8% 41.73_ 9.724 7.2% 34.3%

$128,466 13,210,675

IC83 $50.932 3,209,728 $15.868 72.0% 26.8_ $10.522 8.2% 32.1%

2033 36,128 3,190,236 11.328 -28.6% 33.2% 11.235 6.8% 31.6%

3_83 _8,998 3,163,278 13._79 8.5_ _1.1_ 31.929 6.2_ 81._%

4083 56,085 3,162,938 11.409 0+3_ 24.2% 12.305 4.8% 28._%

$159,135 12,726,180

1084 $5_,614 3,135,709 $17.417 $2.7% 9.8% $12._69 2.9% 22.3%

208z. 43,206 3,138,036 13.777 -20._ 21._ 13.4_ 4.8% 20.0%

808_ 42,553 3.069,078 18.865 0.6% 2%8% 14.112 4.6% 18._%

4_8_ 37,021 3,065,049 12.339 -11.0% 8.2X 14.364 1.8% 14.9%

$178,194 12,405,872

1085 $47,674 3,189,051 $14.949 21.2% -I_.2% $13.745 .4.3% 6.8%

8085 44,053 _,176,027 13.871 -7.2_ O.?'_ I].769 0.2% 2.1_

3085 44,500 3,189,806 14,1T_ 2.2% 2.2% 13.847 0.6% -I.9%

4085 46,600 3,128,312 14.896 5.1_ 20.7_¢ 14.472 4.5% 0.8%

%182,829 12,653,196

I_86 $31,580 3,129,350 $16.457 10.5% 10.1% $14.8_5 2.6% 8.0%

2086 48,000 3,099,171 15._88 -5.9% 11.7% 15.252 2.7% 10.8%

3086 49,000 3,066,918 15.977 3,2% 12._ IS.?O_ 3.0% 13.4%

&_ 82,888 3,874061 ¶6.916 8.°/.7. _.$_ 16.209 3.2_ 12.8_

$230,500 12.369,500
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MAJOR MEDICAL BENEFITS

INCURRED OEVELOPMENT

(DOLLARS In THOUSANDS)

............................................... PAID TNRU ...........................................

12/80 12/81 12/82 12/83 12/84 12/85 12/86 ULTIMATE
INCURRED ...........................................

I_Z_ $39,211 $69,238 $73,396 $75,120 $76,307 $76,540 $76,910 $76,960

% 50.9% 90.0% 95.4% 97.6% 99.2% 99.5% 99.9%

I;31 $49,876 $84,383 $89,041 $90,994 $91,084 $91,181 $91,450 O

% 54.5% 92.3% 97.4% 99.5Z 99.6% 99._ _.] wx_

Z
_j r- m

I_ZZ $74,433 $120,497 $126,323 $127,556 $127,889 $_28,466 ['11

% 57.9% 93.8% 98.3% 99.3% 99.6% _

19_3 $95,219 $IS0,146 $157,184 $158,017 $159,135

% 59.8% 94.6% 98.8% 99.3%

I_3_ $107,529 $167,892 $175,982 $178,194

60.3% 94.2% 98.8%

19_5 $I09,899 $169,492 $182,829

60.1% 92._

19_6 $116,710 $200,500

% 58.2%



LOSS RESERVING IN A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

Table 12 indicates that there is a seasonality as to incurrals. With two seasonal

patterns influencing the outcome, the estimating of ultimates takes on an added

challenge. Some of the variation you see in the pure premiums is a result of a

transfer as well as change in benefits.

Medigap policies (Graph 4, Tables 14 and 15) show a seasonal development and

incurral pattern. This reflects the impact of a calendar deductible for Part B

benefits and a spell of illness deductible for Part A benefits.

The last set of charts deal with dental benefits. As you can see (Graph 5)

not only do they develop fairly rapidly but there is little seasonal variation.

There is seasonal variation by incurred quarter (Table 16). Some caution should

be taken when dealing with dental. If it is a new line of business and rapidly

growing, the first year pure premiums can be 10 to 15% greater than the second

year's pure premium. The pure premium exhibit (Table 16) can aid in setting

ultimates based on the mix of new and renewal business.
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MEDI-GAP BENEFITS- 198,5
DEVELOPMENT BY INCURRED QUARTER
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LOSS RESERVING IN A CHANGING ENVIRONMENT

TABLE 14

MEDIGAP@ENEFIT$

PURE P_ZMIbM TR_40S

OECE_BEa31, lq_6

au_r_erly Trerds rear Ending Trends

ULTimATE p_r_ Prior _uar_er Prior Year Pure Prior Quarter _ _

_¢_ $3_ _._,_5 $25_ ...............

$117,873 5,313,603

%082 $38,816 1,318,013 $29._50 31.5_ 28.0% $25.77_ 7.2X .-.

2c82 36,959 1,315,_I 28.031 "_.6_ 27,8% 25.283 6.3_ "-"

3082 35,358 1,322,959 26.726 "4.8_ 25.3% 26.639 2.4% ..*

4082 38,602 1,350,939 28.573 6.9X 27.6% 28.209 3.9% 27.Z_

$149,715 5,307,402

1o85 $47,840 1,351,074 $35.409 23.9x 20.2X $29.72_ 5.4% 25.0%

2035 45,013 1,3L8,463 33.385 -5.?'X 18.9X 31.045 4._% _ _';

3o33 41,091 1,349,010 30.460 -8.8_ _.0% 31.957 2.9"_ 2130.

4083 43,488 1,5_8,070 32.258 5.9% 12.9% 32.879 2.9X I_.:_

$177,435 5,396,617

IOE_ $53,81o 1,355,289 $39.704 23.|X 12.1X $35.939 3.3_ I_.2_

2084 50.330 1,3/_;,009 86.899 -7.1% 10.5_ 3_._8 _.6_ 12.3_

308& 45+357 1,370,752 33.089 -I0.3_ _.6_ 35._87 1.9=_ 11._

_084 _8_516 I_3_9,887 35.941 8.6_ 11.4X 36.600 2.6_ I0.7"_

$198+013 5,439,937

1085 $56,101 1,3_7,437 _,I.947 16._ 5.6_ $36.9_2 1.5_ 8._

2085 51,697 1,334,35C 38.7_3 -7.6% 5.0% 37,399 1.2% 7.3%

3085 _9,263 1,357,04_ 36.302 "6.3% 9.7% 38.220 2.2_ ?.T_

_085 50,900 1,360,328 37._7 3._I _._ 38.589 10I 6.C_

$207,961 5,389,183

1o86 553,850 1,350,895 $44.218 18.2_ 5.4_ $39.146 1.4X 6.C3

20_ 54,800 1,3_1,268 341.792 "5,5% 7.9=_ 39.894 1.9% 6.7"4

3o_ 51,750 1,2_,3_ 40.167 -3._ I0.6X 40.882 2.5X 7.0_

_0_6 52,600 1,258,630 _1.791 4,0_ 11.7"_ 42.011 2.8% 3.9"_

$218,000 5,189.166
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OPEN FORUM

TABLE 15

MEDIGAP _ENEFITS

INCURRED DEVELOPMENT

(DOLLARS I_ THOUSANDS)

......................................... PAID THRU ....................................

12/81 12182 12183 12184 12185 12186 ULTIMATE

INCURRED ..................................

19E" $87,9_6 $116,535 $117,782 $117,872 $117,873 $117,873 $I17,873

% 74.6% 98.9% 99.9% 100.0% 100.C% 100.0%

_;_ $1i0,750 $1L7,393 $149,633 $149,687 $I49,715 $149,715

% 74.0% 98.4% 99.9% ICO.C% 100.0%

19Z3 $130,927 $174,865 $177,229 $177,425 $177,435

% 73.8% 98.6% 99.9% 100.0%

192c $141,926 $194,536 $197,782 $198,013

% 71.7"4 98.2% 99.9%

19£5 $139,672 $204,001 $207,961

67.2% 98.1%

1;25 $154,320 $218,000
70.8%
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DENTAL BENEFITS- t 984-
DEVELOPMENT BY INCURRED QUARTER
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OPEN FORUM

TABLE 16

DENTAL COVERAGE

DECEHSER 1984

Ouarterly Trends Year £_ding Trer_s

O_t_t_s Pure Prior Ouarter Pr,or Y_r Pure Prior 0_ter Prior _ear

C00D_ E×PDSU_E P_em_ ReLationship R_ _ _e_t_ _a_

_ $_2_ _2 $_9 ...............

2_ _ 25_0 7_5_ _4_ ............

_,67E I0903c9

IQ_9 $3,096 3322_3 $9.323 2.2% 30,4% _,,_,45o 6.9_ ---

2079 3,150 3_6500 9.096 -2.6_ 23.0% _.8_0 4.6% --

30?9 3,G,"9 357650 8.42_ -7.3_ 10.6_ a.9;'6 1.5_ - -

4079 3,612 40283_ 0.966 6.4_ -1.6% 8.942 -o.4% 13.2_

s12.957 1_987

1_80 $4,18_ 627?53 _9.77? 9.O_ 4.;_ $9.D92 1.T'_ 7._

2¢_0 4,c0¢ _4102_ 9.95_ 2.0:; 9.6% 9.327 2.6_ 5.5_

3080 4,113 456563 9,009 -9.6% 6.9_ 9,434 1.1_ 5._

4_00 4.572 4_52 9.751 8.2_ 8.0:; 9.622 2.0_ 7.6%

$17,2_ 17951_

_QB1 $5,300 _937_9 $10.733 10._ 9.8_ $9.081 2.7% 8._

2_81 5.7_5 521_07 11.fl83 3.3_ 11.2X 10.1_ 3.I% 9.2%

5Q81 5,545 551512 1D.051 -9.3% _.6% 10.412 2.2_ 10.4%

4081 6,1&S 56744O 10.9O5 8.5_ 11._% 10._,3_ 2.7% II.1%

$22,814 21345_8

IQD2 _.6,552 590772 $11.091 I._% 3.3S $10,785 0.0X 9.1_

2Q_0 6._04 606D;_3 11.226 |,2x 1.5% 10,833 0,4_ 6.4%

_O_2 6,679 617_75 10.817 -3.6% 7.6% _1.010 1.6_ 5._;

_0_2 _,243 624169 _1.607 7._% 6.4_ 11.1_7 1.6X 4.7"g

$27,280 243_89

I0_ $_,458 _2_577 $11,871 2.3% 7.0% $_I,5_5 1,0% 5,5%

2Q85 7,905 639965 12.352 4.1X 10.0% 11,669 2.5% 7.7%

3D8_ 7,2_8 651622 1_.104 -9,5% _.4% 11.751 O,_X 6.7%

_08_ 7,935 65_329 12.053 7.8% 3._% 11,8_3 1.0% 6.0%

$_0,566 2576491

_/* 18,550 665241 $12,052 6._% 8*3% $12.11] 2.1X 6.4%

2__,4 9,000 679574 13,244 3,1% 7.2% 12.545 1.0X

33_. 8,290 67809& 12.078 -8.8% 8.05 12,559 I._ 5,8_6,9_

405_ 9,1C0 6915_2 13.159 9.0_ 9.2% 12.835 2.2_ 8.2_
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